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State University of New York Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 364 pages.
Dimensions: 8.5in. x 5.6in. x 0.8in.Articulates a metaphysical position capable of rendering both
science and religious experience simultaneously and mutually intelligible. In this book, David Ray
Griffin argues that the perceived conflict between science and religion is based upon a double
mistake-the assumption that religion requires supernaturalism and that scientific naturalism
requires atheism and materialism. Religion and Scientific Naturalism argues with considerable
sophistication that the source of apparent conflicts lies neither with religion nor science, but with
the conceptual or philosophical frameworks within which religious experience and scientific
discovery are often interpreted. No book that I know of has struck so directly at the roots of the
dispute nor provided such a polished, thorough, and well-argued synthesis of religious and
theological insight on the issues in science and religion. In my opinion, this is Griffins best work so
far. One of its major strengths is the chapter on creation and evolution, which provides an
extremely nuanced and sorely needed discussion for the various meanings of neo-Darwinism and
evolutionism. -- John F. Haught, author of God after Darwin I find Griffins novel analysis of the de
facto conflict...
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Reviews
This book is fantastic. It really is packed with wisdom and knowledge I am pleased to explain how this is the greatest ebook i actually have go through in
my personal daily life and can be he greatest ebook for at any time.
-- Mr . Za cha r ia h O 'Ha r a
This published pdf is wonderful. it was writtern really completely and valuable. I found out this book from my dad and i recommended this pdf to find out.
-- Dr . B r yon Gleichner
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